English

Science

Maths

We are going to be sharing lots of different fairy
tale stories this term. Do you have a favourite?

This term we are learning about identifying
different types of plants and trees.

Can you write a book review of your favourite
fairy tale explaining why we should read it
together in class? Try your best to persuade us.

Have a look in your garden, what plants do you
have growing there? Do you have any trees?

This term in maths we are looking at problem
solving with money. At home practice adding up
coins, play shops practicing giving change.
Perhaps you can find how many different ways
you can make £1 using different coins? What
about £2?

When out exploring what plants do you discover?
Did you find a favourite plant/ tree? Why is this
your favourite?

Times tables challenge sheets.

DT

Home Learning

Art

In DT we are looking at safety procedures when
handling and preparing food. Can you follow the
guidelines we learn in class to make something
delicious at home? Bring in a photo to share, or
maybe even some treats?

Term 4

In science we are looking different plants and
trees. Choose a plant or a tree to complete an
observational drawing of and bring in to share.

‘Story Book Land’

Handwriting

Geography

We really need to practice our cursive
handwriting. Please practice writing in cursive
script at home, we need to be using it all the time
now.

In Geography this term we are going to be using
atlases and globe to identify large features such as
the oceans and continents.
Can you find out 1 interesting fact about each
continent?

Please remember to bring in your homework to share with the class once you have completed a piece. Please complete as many pieces as you feel
possible/ enthusiastic to complete. Everyone must complete at least one piece to share with their classmates each term.
Children with be using their times tables increasingly in Maths, it is important they complete these challenges.

